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Abstract: The article analyses the existing gap between the formal dimension of evidence-based medicine (EBM), as constituted by protocols, procedures, and guidelines, and actual professional practices in relation to a specific issue: the admission of patients to an intensive care unit (ICU). The results of a case study, carried out in the ICU of a hospital in the north of Italy between 2006 and 2007 are reported. The study was performed using ethnographic methods: participant observation, ethnographic interviews, and semi-structured interviews. Empirical data have been analysed using a grounded theory approach. The results show how three dimensions (macrosocial, organisational-interactional, and individual) become intertwined with the operational guidelines that have been drafted on the basis of international evidence. The standardisation process that the guidelines presuppose results in the adoption of a variety of different local styles with respect to the approach that individual doctors take in relation to the admission of a patient to an ICU. These styles can range from strict adherence to the international criteria to a greater compliance with medical–legal, organisational, and individual needs. Furthermore, the results of the study demonstrate how relational knowledge, as a form of situated knowledge, can allow the personnel involved to activate local resources (organisational, professional, and personal) in order to incorporate the formal prescriptions of EBM in professional practice.
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1. Introduction

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) currently represents the mainstream perspective in medical epistemology and is applied in every type of setting for treatment and care (for example, from evidence-based clinical practice to evidence-based nursing and from evidence-based oncology to evidence-based prevention). According to many scholars, the success of this epistemology, which was introduced into the medical discourse at the beginning of the 1990s, seems to result from its effectiveness in facilitating the standardisation of medical practices. However, recent studies have shown that when evidence-based instruments (such as guidelines, protocols, and systems to support decision-
making) are applied locally, they undergo a process of interpretation and adaptation (BERG, 1997; TIMMERMANS & BERG, 2010). This process is necessary because social variables are usually excluded from standardisation criteria and medical-scientific publications (GREENHALGH, 2014). [1]

The aim of this article is to analyse the existing gap between the formal dimension of EBM, as constituted by protocols, procedures, and guidelines, and actual professional practices in relation to a specific issue: the admission of patients to an intensive care unit (ICU). Whether or not to admit a patient to an ICU is clearly a critical decision. It might determine whether the patient survives or dies (and thus the adequacy of the treatment must be stressed in the decision-making process, especially in the case of elderly people or patients in critical conditions), and will entail the use of considerable resources. Decisions about the legitimate use of highly complex treatments that require advanced technological instruments and constant care must take into account the structural limitations of funding to healthcare organisations and the relevant criteria for the distribution of these funds (LAPSLEY & MELIA, 2001). [2]

The study described herein is based on qualitative empirical data that were gathered during field research carried out in the ICU of a hospital in the north of Italy between 2006 and 2007. The ethnographic data reveal that daily practice in an ICU is influenced by two factors that constantly interact: the formal dimension, which emphasises the rhetoric of universalism within western medicine and health organisations (TIMMERMANS & KOLKER, 2004), and the actual behaviour of professionals, in which formal protocols and guidelines are reinterpreted and become embedded in practices that have been adapted to the local situation. The aim of the study was to analyse how the guidelines that are provided in relation to the admission of patients to an ICU are incorporated into the actual practice of medical personnel. [3]

The article is organised as follows: First, I briefly review and discuss propositions about the interaction between EBM and medical practice (Section 2). After having illustrated the data and methods (Section 3), I present the research results, focusing on the different styles of the integration of EBM guidelines in a unit’s everyday practice (Section 4). Lastly, I discuss the findings, providing some requirements for further research (Section 5). [4]

2. Evidence-Based Medicine and Medical Practice

Within the discourse on medical/nursing matters, EBM focuses on what has been defined in the scientific community as “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients” (SACKETT, ROSENBERG, GRAY, HAYNES & RICHARDSON, 1996, p.71). From the first formulation of what was meant explicitly to be a new "paradigm for medical practice" (EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE WORKING GROUP, 1992, p. 2420), the practice of EBM has spread rapidly throughout the field of medicine—in clinical and research fields, as well as in cure and care settings. [5]
It has been noted that the development of EBM has been supported by the strong boost that EBM has given to the process of formal rationalisation, which began in the 1980s (BERG, 1997). In particular, as TIMMERMANS and BERG (2010) have pointed out, the standardisation of practices that has been fostered by EBM has been welcomed by the relevant players in the healthcare system. From a management point of view, the process of standardisation meets the need to identify a "newer form of accountability" that "attempts to manage the entire clinical process by making it transparent" (p.112), whereas, as far as the professionals are concerned, it contributes to attaining "the elusive fusion between scientific knowledge and clinical practice, attempting to turn the art of medicine into a science" (p.87). [6]

However, as various studies of science and technology and other studies that have stemmed from the socio-anthropological field have emphasised, the EBM paradigm is characterised by a rhetoric of the formalisation of practices that is strongly reductionist and does not correspond to the daily life of medical professionals or to the practical implementation of treatments (CARMEL, 2013; GOODWIN, 2008; GREENHALGH, 2014; MOREIRA, 2007; PRASAD, 2005). [7]

Through the empirical analysis of professional practices, Marc BERG (1997) has stressed how the introduction of technologies and artefacts (e.g. software or intervention protocols) into an existing practice is a process of continuous negotiation. As a result, all the elements involved, including the technologies and artefacts, acquire a new significance. [8]

With respect to daily medical and nursing practice, prescriptions or directions that have been developed by international agencies are not simply reproduced locally. There is an empirical process of interpretation that involves several subcultures and different systems of significance (MOL, 2002, 2008). TIMMERMANS and BERG (1997) have introduced the concept of "local universality" to describe the processes of adjustment and partial transcription of protocols, guidelines, and other instruments that support the decision-making process, which accompany their incorporation into medical practice. [9]

In the light of these studies, it appears that the evidence that EBM aims to produce is a contextual and disconnected from many of the factors that usually affect treatment processes and the daily practice of medical professionals (e.g. organisational resources, the level of compliance of patients, interactions among different professional groups, and communities of practice, just to name a few). As TIMMERMANS and EPSTEIN (2010) claim, when assessing the gold standard of clinical tests, i.e. the randomised group-controlled double-blind clinical trial, life, with its chaos-like character, severely tests the purity of the abstract model. [10]

MANGHI (2005), in relation to the nature of medical knowledge, stresses how the analytical and instrumental knowledge and skills that are required to observe and interpret the symptoms and to implement the appropriate therapeutic processes have a cognitive character. In other words, these skills "are or can be codified in
repeatable discursive forms which are expected to be universally shared or shareable” (p.25; my translation). The evidence-based "objects" (clinical trials, guidelines, protocols, and so on) are consistent with this knowledge scheme and can be perceived as external and impersonal by their users, and "deprived" of any individual or local meaning. [11]

MANGHI adds that there are two other knowledge schemes that are relevant to medical knowledge: normative knowledge, which concerns the ideal and practical orientations of a deontological and moral nature, and relational knowledge, which refers to the emotional dimension that is inevitably involved in any human interaction. Relational knowledge is mainly situated, produced, and maintained "by means of the actors' participation in the interactive, communicative and social contexts" (p.28; my translation). It is particularly relevant for social actors, although to a large extent it is applied unconsciously; it is characterised by a strong character of prescriptivity on the social agency (TOMELLERI, LUSARDI & ARTIOLI, 2015). According to the taxonomy of rationing in health care that has been defined by LAPSLEY and MELIA (2001), it is a form of soft rationing, defined as "a situation in which there may exist general constraints (of a financial or physical nature) which limit activities, but which may be attenuated by the actions of clinical managers" (p.730). [12]

There is no acknowledgement of relational knowledge in EBM reports, in the operative tools that have been developed from those reports, or in the academic programs that are implemented in medical and nursing education. However, relational knowledge is embedded in the practices of medical professionals, and contributes to the production and maintenance of the moral order, in which potentially disruptive conflicts are dealt with through specific organisational structures (LATIMER & SCHILLMEIER, 2009). [13]

The empirical data that are presented in the following section demonstrate that even in an ICU, which is characterised by a high degree of formalisation of knowledge and practices, the formal elements (protocols and guidelines) concerning the admission of a patient are incorporated into situated practices that are influenced strongly by informal elements (social, organisational, and relational aspects). [14]

3. Method

The data analysed in this study came from an ethnographic case study that was carried out between March 2006 and March 2007 in the ICU of a hospital in the north of Italy. The aim of the study was to analyse the changes that are currently occurring in contemporary medicine by investigating the working practices of the ward and the symbolic representations of the health care professionals involved. [15]

The study sought to take into account of both the pragmatic component of human agency, i.e. the empirically observable behaviours and activities of individuals, and the symbolic framework within which these behaviours and activities are carried out. In the first case, the unit of analysis has been the working practice...
while in the latter it has been the moral tales (SILVERMAN, 2011), or the competent ways in which people describe themselves and their actions. [16]

The case study was performed using ethnographic methods: participant observation, ethnographic interviews, and semi-structured interviews. In this study I assumed the position of the observer as participant, following the categorisation proposed by KAWULICH (2005). This means that "the researcher is an observer who is not a member of the group and who is interested in participating as a means for conducting better observation and, hence, generating more complete understanding of the group’s activities" (§6). [17]

During the period that I spent within the unit, I observed situated practices and the daily activities of the ICU for at least 25 hours a week, transcribing the observations in ethnographic notes (EMERSON, FRETZ & SHAW, 2011). I performed several ethnographic interviews (SPRADLEY, 1979) with the 15 physicians and 60 nurses who worked permanently on the ward. With the nurses, I also carried out 15 semi-structured interviews (WENGRAF, 2001) more devoted to the symbolic dimension related to practice. I participated in 30 daily briefings of the medical équipe (namely meetings about the therapeutic plans for the patients), and assisted in 60 meetings with the relatives of patients. The interviews lasted from 20 to 90 minutes, the staff meetings from 30 to 45 minutes, and the meetings with relatives from 5 to 30 minutes. The observation was semi-covert, i.e. the goals of the study were known only by the personnel of the ICU. Interviews, staff meetings, and discussions with relatives were audio-recorded and transcribed into digital files. The resulting empirical materials, both observational and narrative data, were coded using ATLAS.ti (MUHR & FRIESE, 2004). [18]

I adopted a grounded method of analysis, as it is widely regarded as effective in revealing the invisible work involved in many kinds of tasks (STAR, 2007). It allows brightening domains of everyday life that other analytical methods (more theoretically oriented) may have underestimated. I followed the traditional coding procedures described by CHARMAZ (2006), as a heuristic tool for understanding the social world I have studied but without generating a theory. [19]

In the initial phase of coding, I used the incident-to-incident approach, as it is reported as being particularly effective when the empirical base consists mainly of observations and descriptions of daily practices. Then, the analysis passed through a focused coding phase: in the generated codes I have identified the main categories that contribute to synthesising the data through the construction of homogeneous families of meaning. In the third phase of the theoretical coding I looked for the connections among the macro categories in order to weave an analytic choreography that was consistent with the empirical base. The three phases were accompanied by a process of constant comparison of analytical codes (GLASER & STRAUSS, 1967), to mark analytic distinctions and make comparisons at each level of the analytic work. [20]
At the end of the analysis process, ICU working practice was determined to be the result of the interaction between three main dimensions: the macrosocial dimension, connected to the cultural, legal, and epistemological domains; the mesosocial dimension, connected to administrative and technological process; and the microsocial dimension, connected to body work and individual motivation. [21]

Humour emerged as an apparently marginal element in the overall frame. I found its place in the general theory when I came back to the empirical basis for understanding how the staff could reconcile the contradictions that characterise intensive care work in everyday practice (for example, as discussed in this article, the tension between evidence-based guidelines and organisational habits and social expectations towards hospitalisation in the ICU). Humour appears as a strategy for maintaining the group's social cohesion despite the different personal perspectives, which are often radically divergent. The empirical data presented in this article have been translated into English from the original language, Italian. In the following pages, surnames and other personal information have been modified to guarantee anonymity. [22]

The results section is structured in 3 parts: In the first part, I will present the admission protocol containing the formal rules for patients admission and I will introduce the concept of local habits and its articulation; in the second part I will analyse how local habits can shape everyday medical practice; in the final part, I will discuss how the complex configurations of formal rules and local habits are embodied in different local styles of interpretation of the admission protocol and how humour can become a strategy to manage the coexistence of opposing styles. [23]

4. Practice of Negotiating Admission to the ICU

"Procedures that meet the criteria for admission to and discharge from the Intensive Care Unit and for limitation of care" is the title of a document that hangs between administrative notices and internal communications at the top of a cork notice board in the "medical staffroom" of the ICU in the ward where the study was performed. The staffroom is where doctors usually gather at the end of shifts, to fill in clinical files, to examine medical images, or simply to rest. The document was drafted by the head physician, namely the director of the ICU, subsequently approved by the chief administrative officer, and finally signed by the director of the hospital. It defines the guidelines to which medical personnel must refer when assessing the appropriateness of the hospitalisation or continuation of treatment of a patient. [24]

The document was drafted in accordance with the guidelines of the Italian Society of Anaesthesia, Analgesia, Resuscitation, and Intensive Care (SIAARTI, 2003). It identifies two elements that define the appropriateness of therapeutic intervention: the acuteness of the physiological problem and the margin of improvement. As was confirmed many times by the head physician of the unit, the ICU must admit patients susceptible of cure, namely ill persons who can continue a therapeutic course in a specific ward, after discharge from the ICU. [25]
The admission protocol defines a scale with four levels of priority, which range from a maximum expected potential benefit for the patient to the complete inappropriateness of the treatment:

"Priority 1: patients currently in a critical condition;  
Priority 2: patients potentially in a critical condition;  
Priority 3: patients in a critical condition with a reduced possibility of recovery;  
Priority 4: patients whose admission to the ICU is generally not appropriate. These can be represented by three categories:  
a. non-serious clinical conditions;  
b. terminal stage of an irreversible disease;  
c. denial of intensive care/monitoring" (Admission protocol, p.2).

These categories have a clear purpose: to standardise the procedure for admission to the ICU on the basis of a priority scale produced by a national organisation, SIAARTI, which also takes into account the clinical evidence produced at an international level. However, as is shown below, the application of this protocol requires the existence of broad social dynamics whose functional and essential requisites cannot be aligned with the linear and reductionist logic upon which evidence-based artefacts are founded (Timmermans & Berg, 2010).

The ICU personnel are well aware of this gap, as demonstrated by the paradoxical words of Dr. Greco, a physician with more than 20 years of professional experience: "all protocols are made for intelligent people, who are able to use them going beyond the protocol". Primarily, the medical professionals include in the therapeutic strategy the contingent and social elements that are neglected by the protocol itself, but of which the professionals are inevitably aware.

Showing some sociological sensitivity, during an ethnographic interview Dr. Greco identifies a set of practices that occur alongside the admission protocol and take into account various sociological dimensions. He calls them habits and they correspond to the following analytical levels:

1. **State habits**, which refer to the sociocultural context (and the law) of the state in which they are carried out (macrosocial dimension);  
2. **Hospital habits**, which refer to the array of situated practices within the specific local organisation (organisational-interactional dimension);  
3. **Personal habits**, which refer to the personal biography and sphere of values of the individual professional (individual dimension).

As a consequence, the local implementation of protocols and guidelines involves a series of negotiation processes, which each incorporate elements that belong to different domains, ranging from the sociocultural dimension to the individual
moral dimension. As a result, these negotiations end in specific articulations of local universalities (TIMMERMANS & BERG, 1997). [30]

4.1 The local habits in medical practice

The following case shows how the three above-mentioned habits are connected indissolubly in relation to the practice within wards. The case has been reported by Dr. Marino, the physician in charge of the unit, during an ethnographic interview. While he was explaining the case, the doctor reported the interaction with his colleague otolaryngologist, the other protagonist of this accident:

"Once I was called into Otorhino [the Otolaryngology ward] because of a [cardiac] arrest. I start [practising cardiopulmonary resuscitation] trac trac trac [onomatopoeic sounds], the otolaryngologist just watching. He starts again [the patient's heart starts beating again], I was there, ventilating him [blowing air into the patient's lungs]. When he is out of danger, I asked [the otolaryngologist]: 'What is his problem?'

[Otolaryngologist:] Ah, a laryngeal tumour ...
[Marino:] Is he operable?
[O:] No, no, no, he is absolutely not operable.
[M:] Does he have to go through chemotherapy, then?
[O:] No, no, no, no chemotherapy at all. On the contrary, it is necessary to determine whether he can receive pain therapy to relieve him from the pain.
[M:] Then what did you call me for?
[O:] Why? I called you to resuscitate him!
[M:] What the hell, why don't we let him die?

We argued like this for a bit, then the fellow had another cardiac arrest, I didn't touch him and he died. I said to my colleague: 'What are you doing? You make him come back to give him pain therapy so he can die next month ...'.

You know that he filed a complaint against me to the Medical Director because I didn't want to resuscitate the patient? This is the mentality. In the wards, people don't make this type of decision" (Ethnographic Note 34). [31]

This excerpt is clearly characterised by the emergence of a conflict between the otolaryngologist and Dr. Marino. The conflict was generated by the different assessments that the professionals made about the appropriateness of the resuscitation and subsequent ICU admission of the patient in question. [32]

In the practice of the observed ICU only one of the doctors on duty was responsible for making the decision to admit a patient. Other hospital units could request the advice of the doctors in the ICU through a pager. The doctor who was carrying the pager during a given shift would in turn call the operational unit in need of help and intervene. If the situation appeared to be particularly complex, the doctor carrying the pager could ask for the assistance of a colleague. However, the individual doctor would usually go alone, accompanied by a nurse. [33]

1 In the following passage, I have transformed the indirect speech made during the interview in a dialogue between the two doctors to make the interaction more understandable to the reader.
When an ICU doctor is called for advice, especially during an emergency such as a cardio-respiratory arrest, (s)he has insufficient time to review the patient's medical history, evaluate the benefits of treatment on the basis of a hypothetical prognosis, and decide whether or not to implement the treatment. Instead, the doctor relies on some information that can be grasped visually and some instrumental data that has been collected by the personnel on the ward, such as blood pressure and temperature, although the main reference is the doctor who first requested the intervention. When there is no data available on the patient, as in the above-mentioned case, the ICU admission protocol states that "it is good practice to hospitalise the patient in the ICU". However, this often conflicts with the subsequent evaluation of the decision taken. [34]

In the episode described above, the ICU doctor became aware that the treatment was probably inappropriate only at the end of the resuscitation. According to the guidelines of the unit, the patient was a Priority 4 case, due to his terminal cancer. Usually, the ICU doctor trusts the analysis of the other doctor, and assumes that the latter must have already considered the general state of health of the patient and the appropriateness of the treatment. However, in the case under consideration, one of the hospital habits had come into play, that is, to leave the decision with respect to terminal or end-of-life cases to the ICU medical personnel, regardless of the general condition of the patient. [35]

The decision of the ICU doctor can also be affected by state habits, among which the juridical dimension is particularly important, especially in relation to the decision of whether or not to resuscitate the patient and admit them to the ICU. It is possible that the relatives of a patient might decide to file a complaint for failure to assist or for negligence. Alternatively, as in the episode described above, the doctor on the ward where the patient is being treated might file a complaint to the Medical Director concerning the manner in which the ICU doctor dealt with the situation, for example in this case because he refused to resuscitate the patient during the second cardiac arrest. Medical personnel are well aware of (and perhaps afraid of) the legal consequences and can consolidate this fear into a type of personal habit, because it arises constantly when decisions must be made. This has been called defensive medicine, in which medical-legal considerations tend to prevail over clinical ones (CATINO, 2009). [36]

In relation to hospital habits an opposite attitude emerges in which formal prescriptions and clinical data are given greater importance than organisational and legal considerations. This attitude is characterised by a greater strictness of professionals with respect to analysis of the patient and adherence to the ICU admission protocol, as evidenced by the following excerpt from ethnographic notes. Dr. Ricci, a senior physician with a vast professional experience in both intensive care and internal medicine, received a call from a doctor on the general medicine (GM) ward about a patient whom he had examined just a little earlier in the emergency room (ER) and for whom he had considered hospitalisation in the ICU to be inappropriate:
"Dr. Ricci and I are in the medical staffroom. He is filling out some clinical files. The telephone rings, he picks up the phone and answer.

Ricci: Hello?
[The interlocutor is speaking to him but I cannot hear the voice.]
Ricci: Hi.
[...]
Ricci: Yes, sure, we know each other.
[On the other end of the phone somebody says that there is a patient in ER and that GM has no beds available.]
Ricci: Yes, yes, eh, neither do we ...
[...]
Ricci: Listen, that patient doesn't need to be in the ICU, otherwise I would have found a way to take him. [...] The fact that you don't have room only means that he must be sent somewhere else, but not to our ward, because I wouldn't admit him even if the ICU was empty, because he is not ...
[...]
Ricci: Then, again, he's not going to be hospitalised in the ICU because he cannot do ...
[...]
Ricci: Listen to me, I was an internist for six years and we used to keep these patients in GM. Then, I don't know what to tell you, please hold on, I'm not gonna take him, you go find him a place somewhere else, it is not my problem. OK?
[...]
Ricci: Bye" (Ethnographic Note 67). [37]

Dr. Ricci was struggling with another hospital habit: the directors of operational units resorted to the ICU as a reservoir of beds when other units were full. This functional allocation can be linked to the frequent availability of beds in the ICU due to the need to ensure that emergencies are covered. In other words, the personnel of other units considered the ICU to be a sort of subsidiary unit of last resort. In the conversation with the doctor who called from GM, Ricci maintained his stance firmly. He disagreed with hospitalisation in the ICU because the patient did not need intensive care. In fact, according to the protocol, the patient could be assigned to the Priority 4 category, because he did not present altered vital functions, but rather a partially compromised general picture. The ICU doctor contradicted the idea that the lack of available beds in GM justified the hospitalisation of the patient in the ICU. The condition of the patient suggested that intensive care treatment would be inappropriate, regardless of the availability of beds. As a consequence, the ICU doctor took upon himself the clinical and juridical responsibility of denying the treatment to the patient. [38]

However, this behaviour is not the only way to interpret the admission protocol. The following two excerpts from ethnographic notes present an informal conversation that I had with Dr. Conti and Dr. Bruno. During this conversation
they discussed their point of view about patients’ admission in ICU. Both the doctors have a large working experience in ICU and are also close friends. Dr. Conti, talking to me and Dr. Bruno, stresses how the decision to admit a patient is ultimately an individual choice:

"How many times do we throw in each other's faces, rudely or nicely, the fact that we brought patients in for no reason? It has happened to all of us, it could happen for a number of different reasons. To her [Dr. Bruno], because she's, let's say, nice, and therefore she never makes the decision that a patient doesn't have the right to have a chance. Or it happens to me, because, in the ward, I find myself unable to deny the opportunity to the relatives, who are for instance particularly aggressive, or to a patient who has been mistreated. It is therefore hard to say how many patients should not have been hospitalised, because it is almost impossible to have an absolute definition through which you can ... [decide who to admit and who not to admit to the ICU]" (Ethnographic Note 38). [39]

The decision to hospitalise a patient in an ICU involves the professional and personal characteristics of the doctor concerned. It can be influenced not only by the rational evaluation of specific clinical criteria, but also by the personal ethics of the doctor who has to decide at that precise moment, and the circumstances in which the decision is taken. [40]

Ethical values that are linked to religious beliefs can affect the decision about whether to admit a patient or not, in the same way as a personal habit would. For instance, ethical values that are linked in particular to Catholic morals can have a crucial influence on such decisions, because the official bioethics of the Catholic Church emphasise the "sanctity of human life" (and of the individual person, as a consequence). In other words, first and foremost, human life is not subject to the will of individuals, and thus must be preserved at all costs (KELLY, MAGILL & TEN HAVE, 2013). As a consequence, for doctors with such religious beliefs, ethical-religious considerations might prevail over clinical ones, which might result in their hospitalising a patient whom other doctors would not. [41]

Dr. Bruno is a practising Catholic who has regular involvement in the pastoral and recreational activities that are organised by her parish, as she described during an interview. Her religious belief is particularly important in relation to her professional practice. She objects as a matter of conscience to practices such as assisting in voluntary interruptions of pregnancy (during which the support of a reviver/anaesthetist is necessary, being a surgical intervention). Moreover, she admits patients to the ICU whose hospitalisation is considered to be inappropriate by her colleagues. [42]

Continuing the conversation Dr. Bruno and Dr. Conti argue about precisely this issue:

"Bruno: In the end how many times have you brought downstairs [to the ICU] patients who afterwards woke up with just a little effort? How many times have I been told that the old lady could stay upstairs [in another ward]? Well, not so often, though ...
Conti: Yes, but how many times did the little old lady not make it?
Bruno: Many times, it's true. I cling to those few times she did ...

[We laugh]
Conti: Of course! This is of primary importance! She clings to these things. She says: those times things went well ...
Bruno: Hold on, no ...
Conti: I've just said a random number! And nobody will be able to say it wasn't worth it ...
Bruno: Then perhaps she died four days after, in the ward ...
Conti: Therefore nobody can say that those two times can be overlooked because of the other ten times things went wrong” (Ethnographic Note 38). [43]

Conti seems to suggest that hope is not grounded on statistical analysis. As a consequence, Dr. Bruno's decisions are the result of a fideistic attitude. [44]

A second relevant aspect stressed by Conti is that circumstances might modify the result of an assessment. Particularly belligerent relatives, who are unable to accept the imminent death of a member of the family, patients with a problematic history within the healthcare organisation (mistreated patients), or a personal acquaintance between the doctor and the patient or their relatives can influence the doctor to admit the patient even though the clinical conditions would not support this. [45]

4.2 Local styles and the use of humour

In the practice of the ICU, the interaction between state, hospital, and personal habits resulted in three well-distinguished local styles in relation to the application of the admission protocol and the definition of the criteria for the evaluation of patients who need intensive care: the compliant, the intransigent, and the situational style: [46]

The compliant style is represented by doctors such as Dr. Marino and Dr. Bruno, who appeared to be more willing than their colleagues to admit patients, even if the condition of the patients did not match the standards of the protocol. Their greater tolerance could be attributed to a fear of legal consequences and adherence to ethical or ethical-religious values. [47]

The intransigent style is represented by doctors such as Dr. Ricci and Dr. Russo (mentioned below), who were less flexible with respect to the analysis of clinical conditions. They tended to deny hospitalisation for patients whom they did not consider in need of intensive care due to the absence of indicators defined by the admission protocol. [48]

Finally, the situational style is represented by doctors such as Dr. Conti and Dr. Greco, who displayed an intermediate approach. They tended mainly to consider
the clinical conditions. However, in certain circumstances, personal considerations did lead them to admit unsuitable patients. [49]

These different styles occurred among a group of professionals who were found within the same work context and who demonstrated strong personal relationships even outside the work place. [50]

From the ethnographic observations, it emerged that humour represented a major strategy for maintaining the relationships within the group despite the existence of different styles of working. As can be seen in the following excerpt from an ethnographic note, the doctors tended to refer to admissions filed by colleagues with witty remarks. Dr. Longo mentioned below is a young physician, recently hired in the ICU.

"15:45 – The ward is particularly quiet, because the relatives have departed. There are some nurses who are chatting, looking at something on a computer screen. Dr. Longo is filling out a patient's clinical file, which is hanging on the metal cart at the bottom of the bed. Dr. Ricci comes into the ICU, glances around, goes towards Longo and says: 'How is the girlfriend doing?'

Longo: Hum, the girlfriend? [She looks puzzled.]

Ricci: The lady that Marino has authorised for admission [he points to the old lady in bed Number 6]. He must really be in love, to admit somebody like her ...

[Dr Longo bursts into laughter]" (Ethnographic Note 54). [51]

Dr. Ricci's joke refers to an old lady who had been admitted the day before by Dr. Marino, after a consultation with the GM ward. The patient is 85 years old. Except for a minor problem with respect to her breathing ability, she does not have any serious issues. The joke highlights Dr. Ricci's opinion that this is an inappropriate admission because it does not comply with the standards defined by the protocol. [52]

Analogous phenomena have been described by GOFFMAN (1961), who used his observations among operating teams as a starting point. Even in such a setting, humour, especially from the one who is directing the intervention, can be used as a strategy to highlight inappropriate types of behaviour without compromising the cooperation of the working group. [53]

Another example is shown by the following excerpt. Dr. Russo, another senior physician, well known among colleagues for his cynicism, is sarcastically teasing Dr. Bruno, who has admitted an obese, 88-year-old woman who is hardly breathing and is already in a coma:

"Russo: There is another little 'gem' there, I see. [He refers to a patient.]

[Marino, incomprehensible]

Russo: Who revived her?

[Some doctors laugh]"
Marino: Well, she arrived yesterday ... it's all her fault! [He points to Dr Bruno.]
Bruno: My fault?
Russo: I've seen her [the patient] from far away ...
[They laugh]* (Medical Briefing 12). [54]

On other occasions, the humour does not refer directly to the doctor. Instead, mockery is directed towards medical aids in order to stress their uselessness when it comes to certain patients. For example, during the change of shift in the afternoon, Marino proposes the use of a quite expensive medical aid for a patient whose ICU admission had already been criticised. Russo ridicules the use of that medical aid for the patient:

"Bruno: Rossi [a patient] is doing fine. He's been breathing spontaneously all day long today.
Marino: We are going to apply the helmet [non-invasive respiratory aid] to the other patient.
Russo: The helmet? Then we can call the hairstylist and apply curlers to him too at that point!
[Dr. Bruno and Dr. Marino laugh]" (Medical Briefing 16). [55]

In the practice of the unit, humour represents a chance to disperse tensions within the team and allows solutions to disputes to be found while avoiding the disintegration of the group. As MEAD has pointed out (in BATESON, 1953), humour appears when "there is a discrepancy between what is correct to express and what everybody feels" (p.11), as can occur when it is necessary to integrate very different styles of decision-making in order to coordinate a team. [56]

5. Conclusions

The analysis of the process for the admission of patients to the ICU suggests that the formal artefacts that comply with EBM standards (i.e. the guidelines that describe in detail the procedure for the admission and discharge of patients) must be implemented within a social context that is unavoidably unique for each admission. The guidelines must interact with human beings (primarily professionals, patients, and relatives), symbolic actors (in particular, in Italy, the medical management, the Italian legislative system, and the Catholic system of morals), and different circumstances (economic, organisational, and relational). [57]

The elements that are involved in the admission process for patients and that contribute to the local implementation of international guidelines belong to three different dimensions:

1. The macrosocial dimension, i.e. the economic and medical-legal aspects that are linked to the hospitalisation of a sick person in an ICU. These aspects are represented by regional and national healthcare policies (which, for instance, determine the number of beds available and the activation of auxiliary
services), as well as the fear of claims and their legal consequences by patients/relatives and colleagues.

2. The organisational-interactional dimension, in which the characteristics of specific organisations and the interaction between different communities of professionals and practices come into play. These characteristics range from the actual structure and equipment of the hospital to local routines, which are based on representations and consolidated practices inside the organisation.

3. The individual dimension, i.e. the ethical and deontological positions of professionals, which stem from the personal and professional biographies of the individuals involved. [58]

As the above-mentioned dimensions become intertwined with the operational guidelines that have been drafted on the basis of international evidence, the standardisation process that the guidelines presuppose results in the adoption of a variety of different local styles with respect to the approach that individual doctors take in relation to the admission of a patient to an ICU. These styles can range from strict adherence to the international criteria to a greater compliance with medical-legal, organisational, and individual needs. [59]

Protocols, guidelines, and other instruments that support the decision-making of medical/nursing personnel undergo an adjustment process within local environments that implies a new attribution of significance to the artefacts within consolidated representations (BERG, 1997). In the eyes of professionals, these representations, which are consolidated in the form of routine, can appear to be truly rooted habits. [60]

As a result, the local peculiarities and singularities that the EBM paradigm is intended to remove actually interact with the evidence-based artefacts. In other words, the characteristics of the ward, hospital, and district organisation of the healthcare services, together with the personal biographies of the professionals involved and the histories of the patients and relatives, make a major contribution to the production of a local universality (TIMMERMANS & BERG, 1997) from the evidence-based artefacts during the implementation phase. [61]

The results of this empirical study further underline the relevance of relational knowledge (MANGHI, 2005) in the process of integrating protocols and guidelines into medical practice. It is through the application of this knowledge that medical personnel can cope on a day-to-day basis with the gap between formal prescriptions and the actual circumstances that surround individual cases. Relational knowledge, which is constantly produced and reproduced, is a situated knowledge that allows the personnel involved to activate local resources (organisational, professional, and relational) in order to implement the formal prescriptions. For instance, the frequent recourse to humour among professionals appears to be an effective strategy of coordinating the different decisional styles in a ward, and of managing the medical équipe if different individuals interpret the protocol for the admission of patients differently. [62]
Thus, the article shows that relational knowledge plays a fundamental role in the process of the incorporation of operational guidelines and other EBM artefacts in professional everyday practice. In doing so, the article claims that analysing the specificities of empirical settings is the key to understanding how those artefacts become effective in medical practice. Although I am aware of the impossibility of recording the infinite variety of organisational and biographical contingencies that generate daily practice, other evidence is required to make EBM truly effective in orienting professional practice in healthcare. Further empirical research could be addressed to investigate different strategies through which professionals achieve incorporation and in which ways different macro-, meso-, and microsocial variables affect this process. [63]
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